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Objective: A reader will be able to understand the challenges of establishing safe and stable outcomes of addiction medicine programs through the use of key survey tools identifying patient needs and satisfaction of care and service.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. What year was Glendale Adventist Medical Center opened?

2. What is the number of licensed beds for addiction services in Los Angeles County?

3. How many licensed beds does the GAADS program support?

4. CalNet is a members service organization providing leadership in the emerging area of negotiating with managed care, True or False?

5. What percentage of payment is received for residential addiction treatment?

6. What year did the Glendale Adventist Alcohol & Drug Services change its name?

7. GAADS first outcome study was administered by New Standards, Inc. located in;
   a. St. Paul, MM
   b. Denver, CO
   c. Los Angeles, CA
   d. Glendale, AZ

8. GAADS participated with the group Calnet, a member of addiction treatment programs in the use of;
   a. BASIS 32
   b. Cal Addiction
   c. Blue Ribbon
   d. Life Function

9. Scoring of 32 key indicators through the BASIS 32 survey identifies how patients feel before and after receiving care. True or False?

10. GAADS uses the BASIS 32 Survey to score patient satisfaction and is published on the GAADS website, True or False?
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